For more than 30 years, Fringe Benefit Group (FBG) has designed programs including The Contractors Plan and The American Worker that simplify the benefits administration process. For companies with hourly workers, FBG offers a wide range of solutions from the nation’s leading health and retirement carriers, and FBG is known as being experts in compliance and ethics, with a full-service suite of tools and support services that greatly reduce the burden of plan enrollment and administration.

Now as a national strategic partner of ABC, Fringe Benefit Group puts its knowledge and experience in the hands of ABC members. FBG understands the unique benefits challenges of contractors, and can provide guidance in:

- Retirement and Health Plan Design
- Administration and Accounting Best Practices
- Managing Fiduciary Risk
- Audit Preparation and Responses

ABC contractors and brokers now have Fringe Benefit Group to turn to for the latest information, updates and regulatory changes on federal, state, and local regulations including:

- Affordable Care Act (ACA)
- ERISA
- Davis-Bacon Act
- State Prevailing Wage Laws
- Local Wage Ordinances

JOIN THE HUNDREDS OF ABC CONTRACTORS AND BROKERS WHO ALREADY PARTNER WITH FRINGE BENEFIT GROUP.

WWW.FBG.COM | 800.662.6177, EXT. 303 | INFO@FBG.COM

Fringe Benefit Group has a variety of tools and resources available for ABC members:

PAYROLL COST SAVINGS CALCULATOR – demonstrating how much contractors can save on prevailing wage projects

ACA CALCULATORS – to help contractors understand if they’re subject to the employer mandate and who they would need to cover

ONLINE VIDEOS – that help contractors understand concepts like hour banking, total fringe, the reserve and how to improve profits on government work

NEWSROOM AND BLOG – which include years of content around helping contractors stay in compliance